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YOU’RE INVITED!
You are invited to visit Tritium’s booth #114 and talk to us about DC fast charging and High Power Charging (HPC) infrastructure for electric vehicles.
We offer solutions for charging networks, utilities, fleet operators and more.

5 REASONS TO VISIT OUR STAND
1. Tritium is a world-leading designer and manufacturer of DC fast charge products.
2. A 20-year track record of expert involvement in e-mobility and renewable energy.
3. Hear about our ultra fast charging technology currently being deployed across Europe’s premier IONITY network.
4. Deployment of more than 2000 DC fast charging stations in more than 24 countries.
5. Our products are scalable, flexible, intelligent, customisable, and brandable.

TRITIUM REPRESENTATIVES
Paul Sernia – Chief Product Officer
Marcelo Salgado – Chief Sales Officer

MAKE CONTACT
Want to make contact before the Conference, or reserve a 30-minute sit down (space limited, reserve now) with one of our team members? Let us
know who you are and how we can help by completing and submitting the EVS31 CONTACT FORM.

ABOUT EVS31 & EVTeC2018
Countries around the world are pinning much hope on EVs and are investing much effort in popularizing them, as a means of dealing with global
warming problems, extricating themselves from their dependence on oil, and addressing energy conservation. As part of this, along with innovations in
batteries and other component technologies, the evolution of EVs is being steadily promoted. Furthermore, in recent years, in addition to partnerships
with electric power systems, we have also begun exploring the potential to create value and provide services based on new perspectives such as
“intelligence,” and “connectivity” on the back of advances in information technology. It is our hope, therefore, that EVS 31 will serve as a forum for
international discussions on topics of “new mobility” in the form of next-generation EVs, and a “smart society”—a new futuristic society carved out
around this new mobility.
HTTP://WWW.EVS31.ORG/

ABOUT TRITIUM
At Tritium, we want everyone to enjoy clean, healthy and convenient cities. Our company is committed to energy freedom and we are continually
developing technologies and products that will enable the world’s EV owners to maximize the benefits of their vehicles. As both a convenient mode of
transport and a mobile energy asset. By designing a range of products which support the uptake of EV’s, Tritium’s aim is to lower the barriers that can
prevent transition to e-mobility.
WWW.TRITIUM.COM.AU

HOW CAN WE HELP?

Make contact with us by submitting your details on the EVS31 CONTACT FORM

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScE2m1K4vtpiv8XDyakglWx284p45BbS4SKm-vpXteP7pDEgQ/viewform
http://www.evs31.org/
http://www.tritium.com.au/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScE2m1K4vtpiv8XDyakglWx284p45BbS4SKm-vpXteP7pDEgQ/viewform

